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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper Y203/01 series overview
Y203 is one of twenty four units for the revised A Level examination for GCE History. This unit tests an
extended period of History of about one hundred years through a short answer essay and a traditional
essay. The paper contains two questions, each having two parts, a short answer essay and a traditional
essay and candidates have to answer both parts of one question.
To do well on the short essay question (a), candidates need to consider the significance or importance
both issues, factors, individuals or events mentioned in relation to the question. Having analysed or
explained both they must reach a supported judgement as to which is the most important or significant.
To do well on the traditional essay candidates need to address the issue in the question, using detailed
supporting knowledge. In order to reach the higher levels candidates will need to assess the issues they
discuss and reach a supported judgement, at least in the conclusion.

Overview of candidate performance
Candidates who did well on this paper generally did the following:
• gave equal consideration to the two issues in the short answer essay
• reached a developed and supported judgement as to which issue was more significant or
important
• linked their knowledge of the issues to the focus of the question
• in answering the essay question, discussed at least two issues in depth
• gave supporting detail that was both accurate and relevant to the question set, not just the
topic
• reached a supported judgement about the issue in the question
• made a series of interim judgements about the issues discussed in relation to the question.
Candidates who did less well on this paper generally did the following:
• considered only one of the issues or discussed one in a superficial way
• produced a judgement that was not supported and was therefore assertion or a judgement that
did not follow logically from the response
• were unable to use their knowledge to address the issue in the question
• showed a poor understanding of the major issues relevant to the essay
• were unable to support their answer with relevant or accurate material
• did not focus on the precise wording of the question
• made unsupported comments about issues which were no more than assertions.
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Question 1(a)

Most favoured Saladin in importance and there was plenty to explain about his role and impact. Better
answers saw the prior role of Nur ad Din and made useful links. Military and political leadership, the
uniting of previously fractious tribes, the ability to gain territory, the concept of jihad, the engagement
with crusaders, military strategy and the uses of new tactics figured well: there was good knowledge on
display, though some tendency to describe events. Some of the best responses made a good case for
Nur’s importance. Often the thrust of the initial question was lost with no conclusion as to ‘greater
importance’, while the force of ‘Arab advances leading to the Third Crusade’ was occasionally missing.
Exemplar 1 was marked in Level 6.

Exemplar 1
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Question 1(b)*

Most answers had good knowledge, though over-descriptive essays or lists of factors were frequent.
Some candidates were muddled and used the Third Crusade for their evidence. Those who had the
correct focus wrote about the importance of the loss of Edessa, early military setbacks, failures of a
divided leadership, poor strategy and tactics (strong focus on events at Damascus), the lack of support
from both the Byzantine Empire and the Crusader States, and an absence of effective control of the sea
approaches. Many pointed out that the diversion of forces to Lisbon and the Baltic considerably
weakened the strength of the Crusade. Pope Eugenius III and Bernard of Clairvaux were accountable for
the absence of clear aims as shown in the Bull Quantum Praedecessores. While there was often clear
focus on the reasons for the failure of the Second Crusade, few responses assessed these reasons,
perhaps putting them in order of importance, as required by the question. Perceptive responses took the
view that the success of the first Crusade had given the crusaders a false sense of their position now
that the Muslim forces were putting aside their differences.
Exemplar 2 was marked in Level 6.

Exemplar 2
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Question 2(a)

Both castles and military orders found favour as to importance and there were some good explanations
with detailed evidence to support. Some answers saw both as of equal importance. Good knowledge of
the location and varied role of castles appeared; so, too, knowledge of the orders, their relative sizes,
their benefits in patronage and their mix of charitable and medical roles and more overtly military. Some
good answers evaluated the effectiveness of both in protecting the Crusader States and keeping militant
Islam at bay. There were those who pointed up the problems of the physical appearance of castles not
being matched by their effectiveness in the face of powerful enemies. As in Question 1(a), some
candidates allowed their answers to be formed from the comparison of the two factors while more
focused efforts were directed by the importance the factors had in the survival of the Crusader States.
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Question 2(b)*

Many answers were well developed with evaluation as well as analysis, though there were those that
simply listed factors or were too descriptive. Some candidates neglected or were rather brief on military
tactics though most wrote enough, often with strong knowledge. The uses of cavalry and archers, mobile
tactics, siege skills figured well. There were obvious links to leadership and good examples of the
diversity of the leaders helped arguments. Many saw Muslim divisions as key and were solid on the
depths and effects of Sunni v Shi’ite differences. The role of Byzantine support, sea access and the
ability to maintain a supply chain were used as an example too. A good number of candidates argued for
the centrality of religious motivation (Pope Urban Ii, the Holy Lance, events outside Jerusalem), though
others pointed up more material motives in the importance of assuaging land hunger and booty. More
nuanced answers looked at the differences seen at Nicaea and Antioch from events at Jerusalem. These
answers emphasised the weakness of the Seljuks in Anatolia and at Antioch the treachery of one of the
defenders, while at Jerusalem, Crusader success was a pretty close-run-thing shown by events once
they entered the city.
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For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results
If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results

services. For full information about the options available visit the OCR website. If university places are
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Active Results offers a unique perspective on results data and greater opportunities to understand
students’ performance.
It allows you to:
•

Review reports on the performance of individual candidates, cohorts of students and whole 		
centres

•

Analyse results at question and/or topic level

•

Compare your centre with OCR national averages or similar OCR centres.

•

Identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle and help pinpoint strengths and
weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

http://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/active-results/

CPD Hub
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in
to an online Q&A session.
https://www.cpdhub.ocr.org.uk
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We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.
This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is
acknowledged as the originator of this work.
Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between
published support and the specification, therefore please use the
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes
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document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a
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